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Translat ing and standardizing metadata: a case 
study for French social sciences surveys

Alina Danciu 
Center for Socio-Political Data (CDSP), 

Paris, France
ESRA conference Zagreb, J uly, 18 2019



❏ Multilingualism as a dimension of data discoverability
❏ Translation challenges: controlled vocabularies & cultural issues
❏ Improving our practices

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In 2017, a third of the Center for Socio-Political Data’s (CDSP) data users were non-French speaking and used the English interface of our downloading data platform. Most of them wanted to access French pre- or post-electoral surveys and compare the electoral trends in France to the ones of other countries. At that time, we took the decision to work with a professional translator and make available our surveys’ study-level DDI metadata in English.Therefore, we are now offering a bilingual user interface for data download and are working on a bilingual study-level metadata description.In this way, users can identify easier relevant surveys for their research and are able to understand at least their description, even if the data are not in his/her preferred/native language.This presentation will focus on three pointsMultilingualism as a dimension of data discoverability Translation challenges : CVs and cultural issues How the translation process helped us improve our metadata management practices



FAIR data and metadata at the Center for Socio-Political Data (CDSP)

Image: https://book.fosteropenscience.eu/

How FAIR principles should manifest in reality is open to interpretat ion*
Consensus on the fact that the ultimate goal of metadata should be to optimize reuse of data
Need for data archives to adapt

Source: Mons, B. and Neylon, C. and Velterop, J. and Dumontier, M. and Da Silva Santos, L. and Wilkinson, M. 2017. Cloudy, 
increasingly FAIR; Revisiting the FAIR Data guiding principles for the European Open Science Cloud. Information Services 
and Use. 37 (1): pp. 49-56.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
 Considering the vast amount of data available today, finding relevant datasets can be challenging for a researcher. Therefore, FAIR bilingual metadata play a crucial part in supporting the discovery and understanding of data. In this process, we assume that multilingualism is a dimension of metadata discoverability. So we’ll focus on the F on findable and on the A of accessible. How FAIR principles should manifest in reality is open to interpretationConsensus on the fact that the ultimate goal of metadata should be to optimize reuse of dataNeed for data archives to adapt

https://book.fosteropenscience.eu/


Why translate metadata? 

⅓  of non French speaking data users at the CDSP 
“Metadata translation is often sufficient to support a user’s assessment 
whether an object is relevant or not.”

Source: https://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/Publications/BestPracticesForMultilingualAccess_whitepaper.pdf

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
According to a White Paper of the Europeana fundation, that aggregates resources and best practices for realizing multilingual access to cultural heritage content in digital libraries. “When users identify a relevant object satisfying their information need, they should be able to understand the description of the given object even if it is not in their preferred or native language.”“Metadata translation is often sufficient to support a user’s assessment whether an object is relevant or not.”Before deciding how we should proceed with translations we looked for inspiration. A good example of a data center that provides premium translation service is the of the Finish Social Sciences Data Archive. A lot if their data is in English and Finnish and also, they have translators in their teams and provide translations on request. We took the decision to translate metadata at the study level



What’s special about metadata translation?

Translators of literature often have a great deal of linguistic and artistic 
freedom. The challenge of translating fiction usually lies in carrying the 
ambiguities of the source language over to the target language. 

Translat ing technical and informat ive texts requires clearer, more univocal 
interpretat ion, although depending on the text type a translator may have 
some creative licence.

Source: https://tietoarkistoblogi.blogspot.com/2018/12/translation-and-international-data-use.html

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Some of the questions that we had to answer to concerned first of all our expectations from the translator we worked wit. 



What is a good (metadata) translation?

Language is built on interpretat ions
How to create a neutral t ranslat ion?
Priority: relaying the idea of the original text clearly and intelligibly Can full equivalence be achieved?

Striving for fidelity and clarity

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Language is built on interpretationsEven speakers of the same language may understand the same question or phrase in different ways.How to create a neutral translation?Priority: relaying the idea of the original text clearly and intelligibly is our priority.Can full equivalence be achieved?Striving for fidelity and clarityIn our case, we noticed very quickly that we had problems with the translation of institution names. The translation pointed very quickly that we had problems at this level, as we were not using VCs. Therefore, it was obvious we had to change things in our metadata management process. 



(Not) Controlled vocabularies 

French: 
Centre de recherches politiques de Sciences Po
CEVIPOF
Centre de recherches politiques de Sciences Po (CEVIPOF)
Centre d'études de la vie politique française

English:
Center of political researches of Sciences Po (CEVIPOF)

Importance of CVs! 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We are now in the process of changing all this in our DDI metadata and we are implementing controlled vocabularies at several levels : keywords, topics, language. We are using the Cessda recommandations and also the DDI Alliance recommandations to acomplish this. 



Cultural expressions (1)

Source language:

"punaiset tuvat ja perunamaat"

Target language 1:

“red cottages and potato fields"

Target language 2:

“typical Finnish countryside”

Source: https://tietoarkistoblogi.blogspot.com/2018/12/translation-and-international-data-use.html



Cultural expressions (2)

Source language: 

Target language: “right-wing parties” 

Errors in the original text

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Errors in the original text (what procedure to adopt? correction in the original text normally if possible).



Ideal situat ion 

In-house translator

And in real life?
Translation process at the CDSP
Professional translator
Proofreading
Review of the original source language version
Going back and standardizing and harmonising metadata. Using controlled vocabularies. The initial cost quickly amortised. 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
 In our case, we noticed that sometimes, there was a need to work with the translator in order to have a harmonized translation on elements like agency names or keywords. Parallel to the translation, we also need to go back to the original metadata and work on their standardization. The costs implied by this work would be quickly amortised. 



Conclusion 

Should we translate variables metadata? 

CESSDA Euro Question Bank (EQB)for inspiration. 

Translating metadata allowed us to reasses them and 
improve our processes. 
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